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Abstract

This study aims to investigate the determinants of equity financing behavior of

the firms that issue secondary equity. For this purpose 14 years data of 75 non-

financial firms listed at Pakistan Stock Exchange was employed for the period

2004 to 2017. Panel data analysis was employed to explore the relationship. Fixed

Effect model is chosen on the basis of Likelihood ratio. The results suggests that

various firm characteristics play important role in determining equity level of the

firm. Firm growth and profitability has significant positive relationship with equity

ratio, while income volatility has significant negative relationship with equity ratio.

Firms in Pakistan should keep in view various firm characteristic regarding equity

financing decisions.

Keywords: Equity Financing, Capital Structure, Non-Financial Firms
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Firms prefer different options for financing of its assets. Firms can use different

kind financing such as debt and equity. It can be in the form of bonds, bank

loans, leasing financing, and Term finance certificate (TFC) or equity in order to

increase firm’s market value. This study aims at studying the capital structure of

the firms, from the perspective of equity.

Seasoned Equity offering also termed as secondary equity offering refer to the is-

sue of shares on stock market after the Initial Public Offering (IPO), in such case

issuance is by the company that was publicly traded previously and is returning

back to the market for raising more capital. There are many reasons by the firms

to have follow on offering such as raising more money to fund the business oper-

ations ,stipulating the business growth ,purchasing land or buildings, purchasing

equipment or machinery, paying off its debts, to increase its working capital and

recapitalize its business.

Important business decisions in the organization comprise of selecting the adequate

funding scheme, determining the best alternative investments and for enhancing

the value of the firm among all the investment alternative available. Different

financing options are the Debt and the Equity.

From the creditors debt is acquired who expect maximum return on their capital,

firms that are financed by the debt has some obligations while the equity is con-

tributed by the investors who are generally shareholders of the firm. Shareholder

finance the business in return of a profit and the financial compensation that the

1
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shareholders of the firm will get is dependent on the firm’s financial performance.

Debt that is acquired by the firm is an obligation and is to be paid whether the

performance of the business is good or not .On the other hand the investors of

the company are offered the profit up after the Net Income after the debt has

been paid. Investors are involved in the operations of the business and it is quite

satisfactory for the investors of business.

Utilization of the resources by firms to finance its investment operations come to

constitute the capital so that the cost of capital is the least. Return percentage

which is demanded by the investors and creditors and proper determination of

this cost is helpful in decision making. Capital markets play important role in

channeling, mobilizing and funding of the enterprises and are important source of

investment in an economy .A well balanced and functional market ensures that

both investor and the corporation get or receive the fair prices of the securities,

so role of capital market is important in the economic development of a country.

In Pakistani equity market ,Karachi stock exchange was founded in 1947 is referred

as one of the old one stock market in developing economies of the world .More

over Karachi Stock Exchange (Now known as Pakistan Stock Exchange ) is one of

fist emerging market stock exchange that was opened for international investors

while all the restrictions were lifted.

Capital market development is necessary for the economic growth and while the

growth is dependent on the fiscal and legislative frameworks and policies and also

on the supply and the demand pattern of the securities. At the initial stage the

role of the government in the approval and the authorizing was eradicated.

A study by Khilji and Nabi (1993) in context of Pakistani Stock Market suggests

that investors in Pakistani stock market having diversified portfolio of different

industries are having same risk as investor with single industry portfolio .Impor-

tant developments in the stock market was result of the liberalization measures

adopted by the government and such steps resulted in the improved channeling of

the resources for productive investments.

In the seventies the financial market of the Pakistan was dominated by the govern-

ments. Non Securitized financial market and securities market were the two mains
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categories of Pakistani Market. Commercial banks, official development financial

institutions, modarbas, leasing companies, investment banks are the securitized fi-

nancial institutions. Securities market is second major category of financial frame-

work.

Financial market development play important role in driving the economic activ-

ity (Akhtar, 2006). Main borrowing is from the financial institutions in Pakistani

markets (Shah & Khan, 2007). During the 1970 period nationalization policies of

the government resulted in the political control of major banks and private com-

panies and it continued until the nineties.

During the period of 1960-1970 when the institutions were not nationalized in

Pakistan, various firms issued the corporate debentures and these were listed on

the Stock Exchange. A debt security bearing an interest rate is a debenture.

When look from the perspective of capital structure companies can raise long term

finance from the usage of the internal source of the finance subject to the avail-

ability of the firms in case the funds are not available the to meet the long terms

need of finance for new projects, product development, or investment related to

the research and development for which huge amount of capital is necessary then

external source of the finance is one of the major option for the firms. It may

include the acquiring the debt or issue of common stock via seasoned equity of-

ferings to new shareholders or existing shareholders. Seasoned equity offering also

termed as secondary equity offerings is issue of the stock by the firm who has

already carried out the primary issue.

Information asymmetry is important in any financing decision and it refers to it

refers to analysis of transaction in which one party has more authentic and valu-

able information which can influence an outcome. Internal Information which the

managers of the firms have on daily basis help them in selecting best method of

financing.

In their study (Mayers & Majluf, 1984) state that mangers of the firm have the

privileged information and the managers of firms has access to specific information

of the firm such as cash flows of the firm, retained earnings, firm sales and the

financing need of the firm in future. If mangers work in the best interest of the
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organization they will invest in such projects which has positive Net Present Value

(NPV) & increase firms value .The need of capital in any such projects may be

acquired from external source of finance and the higher debt level may be alarm-

ing for the existing shareholders of the firm in case tax deductibility of interest on

debt is offset by the financial distress risk and bankruptcy in case firm is unable

to meet its liabilities.

Theoretical approach of capital structure focuses on the weighted average cost of

the capital (WACC) and the value of the company and considered some purposeful

relationship between debt ratios and those scenario was developed in perfect mar-

kets. However study by Modigliani-Miller Theorem (1958) served as the reference

and relaxed restrictions on this hypothesis.

Generally there is consensus that company worth and value can vary with respect

to varying tax effects, borrowing and other market imperfection’s such as agency

cost and financial distress costs. As per trade off Theory information asymmetry

in many of the cases is determined and formulated by the structure of the optimal

capital that usually offsets cost with the benefits.

Various factors determine the SEO Choice decisions, such as current cash flows,

the availability of the debt, and the investment opportunities. Debt is cheaper

source of capital because of its tax deductibility and ownership of the members

does not dilute as in the case if additional number of the shares are being issued

to the stock holders.

The financing decision by the firm’s management are important. Lower cost of

capital is the responsibility of the corporate financial manager which result in

maximizing the wealth of shareholders of the firm.

Theoretical and empirical research by (Modigliani & Miller, 1958) established

in their groundbreaking study on capital structure was published. Most of the

research work on firm’s equity financing behavior is carried out in the advance

economies and very little work has been done in the developing economies of the

world. It is not sure that the results of empirical and theoretical research studies

in the developing economies are valid for economies that are developing ones or

various other different factors affect the equity financing decision in the developing
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countries? It is also not sure that conclusions from the research study carried at

equity financing behavior of the firms are portable across other countries.

Literature suggests that the financing is in the form of different arrangement it can

be by the issue of the equity securities or the issue of the debt securities, to seek a

bank loan, financing spontaneously, or the utilization of the internal resources by

the firm. Financing can be classified in the equity financing and debt financings

as per literature (Machangu, 2003).

Some studies state that there exist optimal mix that results in an increase in the

wealth of the shareholder (Akintoye, 2008). Financing pattern of the firms in the

advance countries of the world was firstly explored by the (Modigliani & Miller,

1958) when the capital structure irrelevance theory is developed, at the basis of

certain assumptions that firm value is not dependent on the capital structure. At

later stage of their studies some assumptions were relaxed such as corporate tax

and they stated that corporate tax rate is important and is not to be ignored

because the interest is the tax deductible and it serves as a tax shield to the firms

which results in an increased return on the equity.

Another study on the financing patterns of the firms (Antoniou, Guney, & Paudyal,

2002) stated firms capital structure is influence and affected by numerous firm

characteristics and environment around the firm has also role in the decisions re-

garding the capital structure and the outcomes i.e. stock market condition has

also important role in the financing pattern.

To explore financing behavior in the European countries (Graham, n.d.) states

that there exist variability in determining the financing patterns in the European

countries .In this particular study the firms specific variables were growth, age ,

size and assets.

Pakistan stock exchange is one of the major Stock exchange and has more than

thousand companies are listed on it. The area of equity financing behavior is not

explored in Pakistan and limited research work is done in this area. Research work

of (Chen, 2004) is extended in this study in context of Pakistani financial market.
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1.1 Theoretical Background

Financing decision regarding capital structure are linked to fulfill various stake-

holders needs and it represents the claim to the asset of the corporation and

includes different liabilities and assets (Riahi-Belkaoui, 1999). Portion of debt and

equity in capital structure could be in any form. In the study of (Modigliani &

Miller, 1958) various extensions were carried out .it is consensus among various

researchers that firms choose optimal debt level on the basis of tradeoff of the ad-

vantages of debt financing & cost related to the debt (Krishnan & Moyer, 1997).

Firms that are more profitable their dependency on the debt will be lesser in com-

parison to the firm with less profitability while the firms with higher growth rate

carry higher debt to equity ratio. Harris and Raviv (1991); Krishnan and Moyer

(1997); Zeitun and Tian (2014). Among benefit in the debt usage tax deductibility

is main benefit of debt finance which lowers the cost of the capital (Krishnan &

Moyer, 1997).

Formulation of the capital structure by the firms should be like that it will in-

crease in the shareholders wealth and thus achieving optical capital structure is

challenging however efforts should be made for the approximation. There exist

difference in the firms in terms of earnings, nature of business, size, risk, compet-

itive condition and the market expectations.

Modigliani & Miller in 1958 first analyzed and presented facts regarding capital

structure relevance in their study and they suggested in their study that that the

under certain circumstances and conditions the choice between equity and the debt

has no affect the firm value according to his point of view there is no relevance

of capital structure. Assumption of no taxes, transaction costs and information

asymmetry are in this case. However the researchers in detail have given the var-

ious explanations regarding the financing choices and decisions of the companies

(Harris & Raviv, 1991; Myers, 1984).

Performance measure can be organizational or financial. Measure of performance

such as financial profit increase, shareholder wealth increase, profit maximization

on the assets and benefits are must for the efficiency of the firm value (Chakravarthy,

1986; Zeitun & Tian, 2014).
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Modigliani and Miller (1958) provided detail analysis regarding modern capital

structure theory. According to them firm value and capital cost are not depen-

dent on firm capital structure. As per them the investors will use the arbitrage

as option to keep and maintain the weighted average cost of the capital constant

although there are changes firm earnings. Pecking order theory, Trade off model,

market timing models are famously used to describe the capital structure. Trade

off model states that firm’s balance the cost of debt & equity financing and select

the optimal level of leverage where debt cost is equal to the equity.

Agency cost of equity is the conflict between manger & shareholder and on the

other hand agency cost of the debt is the conflict that arise between the debt

holder and the shareholder this agency relationship was introduced and discussed

by both the (Jensen & Meckling, 1976) in their study and (Jensen, 1986).

Myers and Majluf (1984) developed the Pecking order theory was developed by

Mayers and stated in their study that companies usually select the source of fi-

nance from internal to external. If there is information between investors and

firms, retained earnings of the firm are initially utilized to finance the projects as

first choice and then with riskless debt and then equity.

According to present financial theory when the bankruptcy cost is not present

then it would be appropriate that the firm capital structure would be formulated

completely on the basis of the debt (Gardner, 1996). In case if the bankruptcy

cost is present then diminishing return would result in more utilization of the debt

in firm’s capital mix (Kwansa & Cho, 1995). So it suggests that appropriate mix

of the capital exists and further from particular point higher cost of bankruptcy

than marginal benefit of tax shield related with further usage of debt as compared

to the equity. Firms that are able to maintain a particular capital mix result in

lower finance cost thus enhancing the performance of the firm (Gleason, Mathur,

& Mathur, 2000).
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1.2 Problem Statement

Equity financing behavior of the firms is not studied excessively in Pakistani mar-

ket. Majority of research work done in this area is in the emerging economies of

the world such as in Chinese Market but in Pakistan little work has been con-

ducted in context of Pakistani market which is completely an emerging market.

Local and the foreign investor’s intent require that this area of the research be

further explored specially and the determinants of the equity financing behavior

should be identified.

1.3 Research Questions

Research questions of the study are as follows:

Research Question 1:

What is the impact of firm size on equity ratio?

Research Question 2:

What is the impact of tax substitution on equity ratio?

Research Question 3:

What is the impact of income volatility on equity ratio?

Research Question 4:

Is there any impact of firm growth on equity ratio?

Research Question 5:

What is the impact of profitability on the equity financing behavior?

Research Question 6:

What is the impact of uniqueness on equity ratio?

1.4 Objectives of the Study

Following are the objectives of the study.

Research Objective 1:
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To investigate the impact of firms specific characteristics on equity ratio of non-

financial firms.

1.5 Significance of the Study

In Pakistan, companies operate in dynamic and uncertain environment for which

not only the management of companies need to face consequences of changes but

also firms should be financially able to cope up with such changes. No previous

work in Pakistan has investigated the determinants of equity financing behav-

ior of firms. Another contribution of this study is that it includes various firm

specific variables such as firm growth, non-debt tax shield, uniqueness, firm size,

profitability and income volatility.

1.6 Plan of Study

In Chapter 1 Introduction, Theoretical background, Problem statement, Research

questions, Objectives of study and significance of research are stated. Chapter

2 includes Literature review of the past studies and the hypothesis of the study

.Chapter 3 includes the research methodology of the research study. In 4th chapter

Data analysis and results are covered. Chapter 5 covers the conclusion, recom-

mendations, and limitation of current research study.
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Literature Review

Source of financing can be seen on the balance sheet of a firm (Gitman & Maxwell,

1985). According to a study capital can be of different categories such as the equity

,debt capital and retained profits, family loans and capital (Romano, Tanewski, &

Smyrnios, 2001).

Different sources of the capital according to another study are trade credits, bank

loans, owner equity related personal debt and other kind of debt, and equity and

loans form the governments (Gibson, 2002).

A study by another researcher Burns (2001) divided source of finance in two major

categories as long term finances in the form of equity from the private investment

and money from other people or any other type of finance such as short term

finance, short term bank loans and bank overdrafts.

In a study by Marlow (2003) categorize the sources of finance into three types

such as public investment (such as loans from the governments) private invest-

ments (Funds from the friends and family members and the personal money) and

the private equity finance (such as Bank loans, overdrafts).

Difference sources of finance that firms can assess are debt, retained earnings and

equity (Frank & Goyal, 2008). Another Study by (Irwin & Scott, 2010) suggests

that finance sources are personal loans ,loans from the banks ,personal saving and

family savings and credit cards ,leasing from different institutions and microfinance

organizations and different grants are the sources of finance into the personal and

business bank loans, personal saving , hire purchases, credit cards, grants, leasing

10
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, and microfinance.

One of the major determinant of equity issuance decision according to a study

is demand of the capital. Seasoned equity offering by the firm can result in the

change in the leverage position of the firm .Equity level of the firm is raised if

there is seasoned equity offering by the firm as compared to the debt level of the

firm keeping the other factors constant which result in change in the leverage level

of the firm (Bayless & Chaplinsky, 1996).

Seasoned public offerings by the firm can be in the form of public offerings, right

issues and private placements while the right issues is issuance of the additional

shares to the existing shareholders of the firm, when the shares are issued to gen-

eral public it is referred to as public offering and when the shares are issued to

private investors it is referred to as private offerings. Trading platform for the

investors is provided by the stock exchange where publicly quoted firm or govern-

mental firms can easily offer their securities for the sale to the investors (NZAI,

2014).

The study on the source of funding for Uruguayan firms suggests that the size,

tangibility and the profitability are major variables that influence the financial

structure as suggested by the theories. Only those firms are less profitable whose

source of funding is external while firms having larger tangible assets have an easy

access to the banking credit (Munyo et al., 2005).

Various firms in United States select the public offering for raising the capital

although there exist floatation costs of right issues, and this phenomenon is often

called as equity financing paradox. Several explanations suggest that right offer-

ing can be expensive such as in case of capital gains (Smith Jr, 1977) and other

shareholders sell cost (Hansen, 1988), variation in the previous ownership of shares

(Hansen & Pinkerton, 1982) and cost of the adverse selection (Eckbo & Masulis,

1992).

Equity issues by the firm’s capital structure, ownership structure as well compo-

sition of the firm assets (Masulis & Korwar, 1986). According to a study reason

of the equity offerings by the firm can be financing the investments for the firm,

wealth transfer from the current firm shareholders to firm new shareholders and
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the other motive to issue equity can be to increase liquidity for insiders as well as

for the firm (W. Kim & Weisbach, 2008).

Majority of the firms in the emerging markets are family controlled (La Porta,

Lopez-de Silanes, & Shleifer, 1999) and in such cases the family managed and

controlled firms strongly oppose the dilution of ownership (Cronqvist & Nilsson,

2005). As during the normal time assets are financed though debt by such firms

(Stulz, 1988 ),and equity issue is carried out only as a last option (Högfeldt &

Oborenko, 2005). Debt equity swap occurs mostly in debt restructuring happens

for those firms that are in position of financial distress (Kiefer, 2003; Clowry,

2010). In family controlled firms the capital structure is dependent on agency

control conflicts . Firms with more control of the family use more debt in this

case to reduce the chance of the altruism in the firm and also to limit the concerns

for agent of the family and furthermore to use the resources of the family to limit

the family self-interest though the benefits and incentives was not able to receive

otherwise (Schulze, Lubatkin, Dino, & Buchholtz, 2001).

In family controlled firms the agency cost is higher because they retain the fam-

ily members who were incompetent in firm’s management .Moreover the family

firms do not fire the family members that are the incompetent ones because of the

personal relationships which will result in decrease in the firm efficiency and will

result in higher agency costs (Gomez-Mejia, Nunez-Nickel, & Gutierrez, 2001).

High debt ratio are maintained by the family controlled firms so that they are able

to pay the high dividends or to use such cash flows for the personal benefits .in

such cases firms pay higher divine to themselves and they use it for the personal

benefit while higher external source of finance is required for such family firms

such as debt while the availability of internal sources of the finance is less to meet

need of financing () (Rubecca Duggal 2010).

Globalization in the 21st century has resulted in the dependence on one another

due to technology improvements and changes. Multinational corporations (MNC)

play significant part in countries growth. MNC operating in the countries are

confronting multiple dynamic factors that can effect the ways on financing .Firms

with the larger size as compared to other firms more access to the international
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market, less bankruptcy chances suggest that such firms should have higher lever-

age ratio as compared to domestic firm, while various studies suggest that such

firms carry lower debt wile fulfilling’s their financing needs (Lee & Kwok, 1988;

Fatemi, 1988).

Research study suggests that the firms with larger size prefer external source of fi-

nance in comparison to the developed economies (Singh & Hamid, 1992). Another

study find that difference in debt to equity ratio in both the developed economies

and the developing economies depends on the macroeconomic environment and

polices of the governments, moreover the role of state bank is key in funding of

small sized firms and in case regular funds are available there is no need for the

external debt (Glen & Pinto, 1994).

Each theory of capital structure has assumptions and no theory Cleary sates how to

formulated clear capital structure (Myers, 2001) firm Growth, asset structure and

the company profitability mainly effect the capital mix (Cassar & Holmes, 2003).

A study in context of Japanese and Pakistani firms suggest size and industry are

factors that determine capital structure. Study also suggests that (Mahmud &

Qayyum, 2003). A study on the Chinese firm suggest that firms in china usually

follow a particular pecking order more this study also suggest intuitional factors

play essential part in the determining the capital structure of firm (Chen, 2004).

A study on firms in Ghana suggest that firms in Ghana have 50 percent of debt in

capital mix. Firm size and firm growth were the key factors which determine the

company’s capital structure while other variables such as taxes and profitability of

firm, tangibility, risk has negative relationship with firms leverage (Abor & Biekpe,

2005). Negative impact on leverage of variable of market to book ratio, tangibility

and profitability of the firm was observed while in case of tax the impact was not

significant (Kanwar, 2007).

A study in context of the chemical industry of Pakistan suggest firms in chemical

industries prefer equity finance in comparison with debt, while the firm size in ad-

dition to the firm growth relationship is as per trade off hypothesis ( Rafiq et al.,

2008)..In context of Pakistani market a study of firms belonging to the automo-

bile sector show that firm capital mix has negative correlation with the liquidity ,
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firms profitability and other variables such as asset tangibility and firm size while

the positive correlation with earning variability was observed through the leverage

(Masnoon & Saeed, 2014).

Higher debt level give a firm tax shied which ultimately results in the higher tax

savings because the interest is deducted from the final income of the company.

There is also impact of tax shield on the firms debt while debt increase results

in the rise in tax advantage while bankruptcy and financial distress are not con-

sidered (Modigliani & Miller, 1963). Very higher debt level results in liquidation,

bankruptcy and financial distress according to the tradeoff theory and agency the-

ory. Firm size had negative correlation with the bankruptcy of the firm (Warner,

1977).

Furthermore a study suggest that bankruptcy have negative relationship with the

firm size (Hansen, 1988). Analysis of leverage ratio base on market value of stocks

and debts depict that costs of bankruptcy has negative relationship with firm size

(Warner, 1977).

Another study presents two views regarding the bankruptcy costs first view that

bankruptcy cost has more weightage than the benefits of taxes regarding higher

leverage level (Altman, 1984) while according to another study in capital mix of

firm agency cost is insignificant (Warner, 1977).

Manager act in personal interests instead of interest of shareholders, this relation-

ship underlined through cash flow theory. In detail agency problems are explained

through cash flow theory because conflict arise in management and shareholders

of the company according to Myers (Spring, 2001).Pecking order theory focused

on usage of internal finance that are created form operations of the company while

the divined should not be unpaid while there is need of financing the capital expen-

ditures of the company, debt is issued primarily and then equity is issued (Myers,

1984).

Under Net Operating Income approach higher debt result in more risk and financ-

ing patters require higher returns. Impact of equity financing was shown on the

common stock floats and earning that are retained on capital costs and also on the

required rate of returns. To evade bankruptcy firms do not pay dividend in case
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firm’s current ratio is low. The decisions regarding the retained earnings of the

firms are influenced by the taxes on income of stock holders and rate of return that

is required .In this study it was assumed that equity cost is larger while the debt

costs is lesser one when there are no taxes and no equity and debt cost, whatsoever

is leverage level of the firm (Durand, 1952).

A study regarding firms financing patters on firms in small Island economy of

Mauritius, on 38 firms for 1994-2004 period suggests that profitability, size, liq-

uidity and tangibility are the major factors that impact on the capital structure

choices (Ronoowah, 2004).

An analysis of important factor of publicly traded firms in India with a sample

of 135 firms studied in this case for 1990-2009 period that was listed on Indian

Stock Exchange .Result of study reveals asset tangibility, firm size, business risk,

firm’s profitability, liquidity carry significant effects on leverage level of the firms

in India (Patric, 2004).

A study carried on the firms belonging to Uruguay states that tangibility, size and

profitability are the variable that have impact on the funding sources of firms also

supported by the relevant theories. Firms with less profit finance itself externally

while the firms with more asset tangibility can easily gain facility of bank credit

(Munyo et al., 2005).

Under different criteria previous studies on firms capital structure was carried out

while various variable were considered in the different sector of economies. Unique

characteristics exist in the various countries of the world and these unique features

can be environment of the country and regulations though which various activities

of companies are governed (Al-Ajmi, Abo Hussain, & Al-Saleh, 2009).

According to a study equity choice or the debt choice is depended on the various

firm characteristics and to get results without best methodology is difficult to in-

terpret .It is not possible to generalize the research findings of the one country with

other countries and sectors of economy (Deesomsak, Paudyal, & Pescetto, 2004).

A study suggests that how firms opt for capital structure and various factor that

effect the financial decision of the firm are not evident (Olowe, 1997). Additionally

another study states that polices that help firms in financing decision are not clear
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(Mahmud & Qayyum, 2003).

Research study to find out the determinants of financing in Australia suggested

insignificant relationship between firm size and debt ratio. Higher debt ratio of the

firm with higher asset tangibility while decrease in case of three more variables.

In case of Australian market pecking order hypothesis has more relevancy in com-

parison with the tradeoff theory which were also confirmed by negative correlation

of profitably and debt. Negative association of firm growth, profitability of firm

and business risk of the firm were significant which is according to the bankruptcy

costs, and furthermore agency cost theory (La Porta et al., 1999).

A study by (Abor & Biekpe, 2009) on small and medium size businesses in Ghana

for 1998 to 2003 period with sample of 160 small and medium sized enterprises

suggested age of firm had positive relationship with the debt(long term) while the

variable of age has negative relation with short term debt. According to findings

of this study firms that are older have good credit history so it is easier for such

firms to finance debt as compared to the firms that are new ones. Firms with

larger size have more diversity thus carry lesser risk and positive relationship of

long term debt ratio and firm size confirmed it. Additionally positive correlation

of long term debt and the asset structure show that firms that have smaller size

are considered as risky business venture and more collateral is needed for smaller

sized firms for long term debt. While correlation between the short term debt and

asset structure was inverse.

A study on the financing choices around the world with special attention to firm

specific factors and country level characteristics as also carried out. The period

that was considered for study propose was between 1997 and 2001.Findings of this

study suggest that firm specific factor that are determinants of leverage vary in

different countries. Outcomes also suggest that leverage decisions of the firms are

effect country specific factors also (De Jong, Kabir, & Nguyen, 2008).

To find the association between the debt and company specific characteristics and

behavioral difference with firm size that different. For this purpose a sample of 260

firms from Estonia was selected .The sample consisted of non-financial firms only.

The sample was divided into smaller sized firms, larger sized firms and medium
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sized firms. Findings of this study suggested business size had negative correlation

with debt while tangibility has significant and positive association with the lever-

age .Firms that are smaller in the size weak correlation exist between business risk

of the firm and leverage. In their financing decisions by Estonian firms peaking

order theory is followed .Furthermore behavioral patterns also exist between the

larger and smaller firms (Seppa, 2008).

A study to explore financing patterns of Swedish firms was also carried out. For

this purpose 6000 firm that were Swedish was selected for the period between

1992-2000. For analysis purpose panel data regression was employed. Total debt

and long term debt had positive correlation with tangibility while has positive

correlation with the shorter term debt ratio Relationship of profitability with all

measures of firm leverage was observed as negative. Findings suggest that smaller

size firms are unable to get the debt finance (Song, 2005).

In a study by Eldomiaty (2008) and furthermore another study by (Haron, 2014)

states that prominent research is carried out in determining the financing of the

firms but knowledge that is presented in these studies is limited on as equity mar-

kets and capital markets in the worlds developing countries not fully efficient and

markets are imperfect in comparison with developed countries of the world.

Firms in the Central European countries use more debt in short run. In such tran-

sitional economies the theories of capital structure does not fully explain financing

decisions of the firms (Delcoure, 2007).

For generating more capital firms engage in right issues to finance their growth

(Ramirez, 2011). In long run capital stock may use to raise funds by the firms

which also include the preferred stock and common stocks and retained earnings

also. As a permanent finance source equity finance is preferred source by the firms

because redeeming of equity finance is not easy one. Right issue provide good op-

portunity to the existing stockholders of the firm to get additional stock at lower

price (Lambrechts & Mostert, 1980).

In the beginnings in the field of finance theoretical literature assumed that the

capital markets are efficient while all of the information are truly reflected in the
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securities (White & Lusztig, 1980). Shareholders of the right issue can have extra

shares moreover they can also sell their shares and they can also transfer their

shares. One of the main benefit of the right issue is that raise fund for the firms it

is a method which is cost effective among other methods as this method has low

floatation costs.

To increase the profits business organizations make betterment in production and

operational efficiency .Various factors affect the business efficiency of organizations

including capital structure. The aim is to enhance the profit margins at less costs

(Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2008).

There exist fix costs in external financing, firms that are smaller in size refinance

equity as these smaller firms are highly effected by the fixed costs (Chepkemoi,

2013). Financing decisions some time look simple but it take some time. Man-

agement of a firm has to decide whether to obtain funds from internal source or

external source such equity issue, loans from financial institutions and trade credit.

Financing decision by firms managers influence the governance structures of the

firm which directly impact the strategic decision of the firms (Mwangi, Makau, &

Kosimbei, 2014).

Firm managers make choices regarding financing, financing choices does not surely

mean value maximization but mangers may make decisions for their personal in-

terests, special in those cases when business decisions are dictated by mangers and

voting powers they have (Margaritis & Psillaki, 2010).

Business cash flows, deferred income, own savings, are also part of equity financing

(Kongmanila & Kimbara, 2007). Those who put equity in business for expecta-

tion as high growth rate and future returns are Angel investors thus they support

the entrepreneurs (Ibrahim, 2009). For business equity financing is vital income

source and the relationship between business performance and equity financing is

positive. Firms with equity control perform better as in this case there is direct

control (Githire & Muturi, 2015).

Firms that are smaller in size do not follow the growing strategies more in case

if SME has choice of Internal finance and debt such firms do not rely on external

debt in this way they are able to retain their control in their business (Bell & Vos,
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2009).

Studies regarding the dynamics of the capital structure was initially explored by

(Jalilvand & Harris, 1984) and they observed that firms financing behaviors is

fractionally adjusted toward long run target capital mix and firms reach this tar-

get with certain speed. Such type of adjustments cost create the hurdle toward

complete adjustment toward target debt (Myers, 1984). Optima leverage and ob-

served leverage difference is the low for the larger sized firms, moreover for the

firms belonging to UK the optimal leverage has negative effect on the adjustment

speed (Altman & Karlin, 2010).

For profitable firms expected cost of financial distress is lesser. Leverage has nega-

tive correlation with profitability of the firm in the dynamic tradeoff model. Some

researchers give reason for this relationship as firm accumulate their profits pas-

sively (Kayhan & Titman, 2007). In larger sized firms diversity is also higher thus

their chances of the default are also less thus trade off theory expects to have

larger sized firms end up having more debt. The relationship between firm size

and leverage of the firm is inverse as per pecking order theory. Moreover larger

size firms also have opportunity to have the more retained earnings. In financing

decisions M & M irrelevancy theory was based on the certain assumptions that the

there is no tax whether for the individual or the company ,the seconds assumption

was there was no transaction costs and third assumption was debt is risk free and

fourth assumption was capital markets are perfect.

In real life these assumptions do not exist. One of the most flaw in this theory

was that taxes could not be ignored as debt is tax deductible, more taxes, along

with the difference in information’s availability and agency costs have an impact

on the financing decisions and moreover these factors play an important role in

financing decisions (Green, Murinde, & Suppakitjarak, 2002).

Various research express their opinion that benefits that firms derive from the debt

could affect the firms to fund their business operations via debt finance rather than

equity finance. Another major criticism that was on M&M theory was that it ig-

nores the costs that play role in financial distress of a firm which is because of the

excess usage of debt by the firms (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2008).
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A study on capital structure of the firms of Finland. Results of this study suggests

that firms in Finland maintain the optimal leverage or firms maintain a target cap-

ital structure while smaller sized firms do not maintain optimal debt policy. This

phenomenon is according to trade-off hypothesis predictions (Kjellman & Hansén,

1995), furthermore criticism on tradeoff theory is that it fails to provide alternate

pattern of financing for the firms (Megginson, Smart, & Gitman, 2007). As per

study of (Tong & Green, 2005) firms should firms that earns more profit in their

business years should borrow more debt so that firms could be able to gain advan-

tage of tax shield.

Various researcher state reasons of particular preference given to internally gen-

erated source of funds first to other sources of funds, .funds from external source

may lead to the scrutiny of the firm (Kjellman & Hansén, 1995). Shareholders of

the firm and creditors can watch the firm operations for surety of the good usage

of the funds they have provided. On the other hand the managers of the business

are not relax been overseen they they try to rely on internally generated funds so

that external interference can be minimized.

Another reason for relying on the internal source of funds is asymmetric infor-

mation. Information asymmetry play an important role in financing decisions in

the firms. Usually when there not a balance in the information then the with

one part have more information than the other party which can have an effect on

the outcome .Mangers of the firms have specific information regarding firm which

the outsiders do not have and such information which mangers have are valuable

in optimal financing decisions. In case a firm issue new shares there are chance

that the prices of the share would be lower as it would result in transfer of wealth

form already shareholders of the firms to the new shareholders. In this case of

underpricing the existing shareholders of the firm would reject the project whose

net present value was positive.

In Pecking order theory transaction cost has also been explained and these trans-

action costs are related to the issuance expenses. Funds that firms acquire from

the equity investors have more transaction costs while the retained earnings of the

firms is the best option of financing for the firms. A research study by (Fama &
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French, 2002) suggests that profitable firms and newer investments offer higher

dividend payouts. Moreover they also observed in their study that those firms

having higher profitability are less geared.

The presence of the pecking order was also observed in the firms in the United

States (US). The study findings suggest firms with the surplus amount of funds do

no choose external source of finance for additional funds although it was predicted

by the theory. There could also be other reasons for the firms to seek the external

funds beside internal shortfall of funds. There is also findings of this study that

firms will issue equity finance regardless of the debt availability or not (Helwege &

Liang, 1996). Higher amount of divided decreases the amount of retained earnings

and therefore the demand for the debt increases. Retained earnings of the firms

that are available for the investment and dividend payment has close relationship

.If dividend amount paid is higher there could be less funds that could be available

for the investments in future. As result debt will be required for supporting the

investment project.

Firms prefer bank loans over the use of internal funds, although asymmetric in-

formation was present, a study on managers in South Korea reveals (Ang & Jung,

1993). Firms try to seek credit from the external market even they funds are not

fully utilized internal source of funds. According to Pecking Order theory firm will

only focus on external finance after all the internal funds of the firms are utilized

(Minton & Wruck, 2002).

To study the effect the timing had on the capital structure of the firms in market

was initiated by the (Baker & Wurgler, 2002). According to both researches new

shares will be issued by the firms when there is perception that they are overvalued

.Both these researchers proved that impact of market timing on capital structure

is persistent. It is possibility that firms whose equity is overvalued will issue the

equity to so that such firms could deal with financial deficit (Elliott et al, 2007).

Firms that have larger size have a better credit rating also so such firms can easily

access the non-banking sources and this edge is not available to the firms of smaller

size (Bevan & Danbolt, 2002). Firms with smaller size are not over-dependent on

debt financing but such firms are forced to finance debt in their capital structure
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because such firms are unable to access equity finance. Furthermore smaller size

firms lack the requirement to list themselves on the stock list as a result they are

dependent on debt financing (Pike &Neale 2006).

Owner managers of the business does not issue equity thus they depend on debt

to run their business operations so that family dilution in the ownership of the

firm could be avoided (Wiwattanakantang 1999). Management wish of having the

control of the firm debt is favored over the equity even the cost of debt is higher

to avoid any influence form the equity holders (Boateng 2004). A study on Latin

American firms suggests that firms prefer heavy debt in their capital structure

and these firms are reluctant to issue equity so that sharing control rights could

be avoided (Céspedes, González, & Molina, 2010).

There is also evidence regarding the financing behavior of the firms in the advance

economies of the world. A study of the firms in US suggests that debt have pos-

itive correlation with tangibility and have negative association with profitability

of firm. Moreover size is positively associated with short as well as long term

borrowings and have negative relationship with short term bank debt (Bevan &

Danbolt, 2002).

Debt-Equity choices in European Union countries with more 5000 selected firms

was studied. This study concluded that both pecking order and tradeoff theory

does not offer proper description regarding financing policies in Europe. It was

also observed in this study that debt does not seems a preferable choice but equity

is preferred in such investments projects which enhance the value (Gaud, Hoesli,

& Bender, 2007).

Research study on the impact of financial constraints on Japanese firms indi-

cated the impact of credit supply on capital structure of the firm .Firms that are

smaller in size encountered financial constraints during the economic crisis .During

economic slump lenders were careful in providing credit to the firms as business

survival in such cases was not predictable .Larger firms have large scale assets

and they serve their assets as collateral in debt agreements (Voutsinas & Werner,

2011).

Research study suggest that firms in the emerging markets of the world has carry
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more fixed assets as compared to the firms in the developed economies. Moreover

firms in emerging markets have lower debt ratio also .Under trade off theory we

expect higher debt level of firms because of massive asset base but debt level of

firms is lower according to this study as firms may experience limited access to

credit in emerging economies (Glen & Pinto, 1994).

Firms in the Arab countries employ less debt as compared to the firms in the west-

ern countries. Firms in Arab also have less taxes to pay than their counterparts

in the western economies. Financing behavior of the firm is in reverse order of

pecking order theory (Alimari, 2003). A study on financing pattern of firms in

Egypt suggests that firms in Egypt prefer equity financing over debt financing for

new investment financing. Mangers of the firm in Egypt consider debt as a risky

source of finance as it will lead to additional debt acquiring therefore managers

prefer equity financing over debt financing. Moreover bond market in Egypt is not

fully developed and this also contributes to lower leverage ratio in firms (Dawood,

Moustafa, & El-Hennawi, 2011).

A study on the Australians firms suggest that age of CEO, age of firm, size ,busi-

ness planning, family control ,industry and the owners business objectives and

business growth decisions have effect on the financing decision on family business

owners. Findings of this study also show that family business finance their business

from multiple sources and financing by family business owners will be dependent

on financial, behavioral and social factors. Those family business that are in the

services industry will be using less family loans (Romano et al., 2001). Another

study to explore the determinants of financing decisions and adjustment speed

to the target debt ratio by firms that are under financial distress and the firms

that are not under financial distress reveals that with the inclusion of firms under

financial distress it is necessary to include macroeconomic variables as well. The

period of the study was 1986-2011 for Malaysian firms (Ariff, Taufiq, & Shamsher,

2008).

During economic downturn firms with higher debt may experience downfall in

their sales .This may not be the same case for the all firms with the higher debt

(Campello, 2003). In another study Campello suggests that firms may have high
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higher sales growth as they take debt than industry averages of firms having higher

long term debt. Findings of this study also suggests that when the debt level of the

firms exceeds the industry average then firms along with its competitors are unable

to perform well (Campello, 2006). Furthermore in his another study campello sug-

gest that firms market performance is better after the firms raise debt as a source

of finance and more over the products of the firms perform better in the market

than the competitors of the firm (Campello, 2006).

A study on the agency costs of Chinese firms with a sample of 775 firms from

Shenzhen and Shanghai Stock exchange was selected for a period of 2010-2012.To

explore the relationship between agency costs and the capital structure both Or-

dinary least square and panel data analysis was used. Findings of the study

suggested that agency costs has negative relation with debt to total asset ratio

and has positive and insignificant relationship with the long term liability rate

(Menmeng 2013).

Another study on small business in Newzeland was carried out with 240 small

business listed on the stock exchange of Newzeland. Findings of the study sug-

gests that agency costs vary according to the business life, size of the business and

instdutry. Moreover firm debt level also effect the firm principal- to principal and

principal to agent .However debt for the smaller business create complications.

First of all for getting loan from a bank for the smaller business will require the

guarantees that are personal more over mortgage of personal property as collateral

(Onsumo, 2014).

To reduce the free cash flow agency problem debt as well as executive can play an

important role .Finding of this study suggest that free cash flow is an important

problem in the firms with less chances of future growth. Additional debt act as

significant monitoring device and the correlations between the capital structure

and free flow in negative (Zheng, 2013). Another study to explore relationship be-

tween agency costs, ownership structure and corporate governance was carried out

in United Kingdom. Finding of this study suggests negative correlation between

free cash flows and debt .Moreover higher debt level results in lower free cash avail-

ability to the firm which result in the reduction of the agency costs (McKnight &
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Weir, 2009).

A study on 135 Spanish firms for the period of 1990-1997 suggest that transaction

cost is bearded by the firms in Spain is low as compared to the firms in United

States and one of the reason of lower transaction cost in Spanish firm has low

private debt percentage. Additionally negative correlation also exist between debt

and non-debt tax shield (De Miguel & Pindado, 2001).

M. K. Kim and Wu (1988), study the impact of inflation on both the supply and

demand of debt. For this purpose 1092 firms were selected for the period of 1961

to 1981 .Results suggests that leverage of the firm increase when the inflation is

high in high leverage firms, medium leverage firms and low leverage firms. Thus

inflation results an increase in the debt level of the firm.

Another study was carried regarding the macroeconomic determinants of the cap-

ital structure. The findings of this study suggest that change in interest rate

has an effect on the financing decision of the companies (Nejadmalayeri, 2001).

A dynamic panel data technique was applied by the (López-Gracia & Sánchez-

Andújar, 2007) on Spanish firms. Study periods was 1992-2002.Findings of this

study reveals that there exist negative correlation between the firm size and ex-

ternal source of financing moreover positive relationship existed between the firms

age and short term bank financing and short term finance .Findings of this study

also reveal that in Spain the capital markets are not well developed and firms in

Spain access short term debt more. Moreover all the economies in the western

part of the world have same level of financial development. In some countries of

the world the financial system is better devolved and firms in such countries better

utilize the financial systems get the finance easily at the cheap rates.

A study by Deesomsak et al. (2004) explored the determinants of financing deci-

sion of the firms Australia, Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia. More over financial

crisis of 1997 effect was also studied on the capital structure of these counters that

exist in the region of Asia Pacific. Findings of this study show tangibility had

positive relation with the debt of the firm but this variable of tangibility was only

significant in the Australia .Earning volatility had no effect on the leverage in any

of the country .Moreover finding of this study also reveal that financial crisis of
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1997 had effect on the capital structure decisions of the firms and also played role

in financing decisions of the firms.

Funds raised through the sale of stock is called equity financing it consists of initial

public offering and secondary equity offerings. Offering can also be in the form of

right offering and it can also be in the form cash offer. There is difference in SEO

and IPO, as SEO is made after firms have previously issued the equity with good

financial performance previously and shares are traded in the equity market. In

IPO shares of the firm are sold on the stock exchange for the first time (Abraham

& Harrington, 2011).

Firms with higher growth opportunities and more investments focus on the eq-

uity issuance rather than debt which is related to the periodic interest payment

(McLaughlin, Safieddine, & Vasudevan, 1996). Equity financing as compared to

the debt finance adds positive value to the firms shareholder in a way that capital

structure of the firm is balanced by financial distress costs and tax shield (Myers,

2001). The relationship between the debt and rate of the return was negative one

while the relationship between the equity and short term finance was positive (de

Mesquita & Lara, 2003).

Changes in firm earnings and risk was studied by (Healy & Palepu, 1990), they

found no changes in the earnings as compared to the previous year. On the other

hand another research study suggests negative relationship between the financial

performance and equity issuance in a sample of 109 firms for the period of 1975

to 1982 (Hansen & Crutchley, 1990).

Equity issue resulted in the negative abnormal return before announcement day

of equity issues (Njoroge, 2004). A study on effect of secondary equity offering on

New York stock exchange reveals that there is no effect of secondary offering on

stock prices of firms listed on the New York stock exchange (Mwangangi, 2011).

A study of Japanese firm that conducted secondary equity offerings from 1971 to

1972 reveals that firms underperform against the set standards and benchmarks.

Below par performance of the stocks also includes poor operating performance of

the firms (Cai & Loughran, 1998).

A study to explore the relationship between the equity issuance of the firm and
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performance of the firms suggest that in short run secondary equity offering over

perform in market while in long rum secondary equity offering under perform in

the market in US (Jumba, 2002).

The relationship between the right issue and the financial strength is also studied

.Firms that are financially weaker they will have higher underwriting costs thus

weak firms may not issue the right issues (Ursel, 2006). According to Ursel the

chances of issuing right issue by firm has direct relation with the financial strength.

Economic factors also pay an important role in the right issue announcement of

the firms. A study on the impact of economic factors on convertible debt offerings

reveals a significant positive relationship share prices and nominal interest rates

(Akhigbe & Whyte, 2001). No impact of short term interest rates and long term

interest rates was observed on the share prices changes to equity announcement

.This study also explains that in period of higher economic growth the asymmetric

information is lower which result in equity issue in strong economic growth (Choe,

Whittington, & Lauria, 1996).

Numerous research studies suggest that firm cash holding level increases with the

financial constraint Firms with financial constraint show concern for their future

as such firm maintain more cash so that such firms able to avoid external finance

that is expensive in case Net present value of the project is positive .Firms with

financial constraint perform more equity issuing with higher growth (Almeida et

al., 2011).

Assumption of Modigliani and miller are does not correctly state that firm value

is independent of its capital structure in a capital market that is perfect The role

played by capital structure of the firms is very important in generating value for

the firm and owners of the firm. In capital markets that are imperfect firm have

to acquire equity and debt to run its operating smoothly. Firms that manage debt

and equity effectively are able to increase value of firm shares (Xu & Birge, 2008).

For medium and small sized firms pecking order theory provide better description

of financing ways as debt is the larger source of financing and owners of small and

medium enterprise firms do not want that their ownership is diluted, thus they

prefer firm internal source of finance. In case a firm has to go for external finance
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such firms prefer debt to equity and order of preference also represent the relevant

cost of financing (Quan 2002).

The relationship between the profitability and capital structure of ten firms be-

longing to Srilanka for 8 years data for period 2002 to 2009. The findings of study

reveals that relationship between profitability and capital structure is negative

except relationship between return on equity and debt to equity. Findings of this

study suggest that majority of total assets in the Sri Lankan banking sector are

financed by the debt (Velnampy & Niresh, 2012).

Macroeconomic variable impact was also studied on the debt equity ratio during

the period of financial crisis. Findings of this study reveals that Gross Domestic

products have positive effect on the debt to equity ratio (Zeitun, Temimi, & Mi-

mouni, 2017).

A study carried during the financial crisis of 2008 reveals that debt to equity ratio

increases during the financial crisis period and firms having lower debt to equity

ratio before crisis period accumulate more debt (Iqbal & Kume, 2014).

A study of the US firms with the seasoned offerings suggested that firms with

marginal tax rate effect the financing decisions of the firms. The result of this

study also reveals that firms with higher tax rates carry more debt which is ac-

cording to the trade off theory (MacKie-Mason, 1990).

Additionally another study explored the relationship between the debt ratios of

the firm and firm characteristics and macroeconomic variables. The association

between the firm specific variables and the leverage ratio is as per the tradeoff

theory and pecking order theory. Firms with larger tangible assets have more

leverage (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003). A study on the Chinese listed firms was car-

ried out and three different models was tested. Model on results show that the

correlation between the leverage and profitability is negative, model two was in

favor of pecking order hypothesis over the trade off theory while the third model

was inconclusive (Tong & Green, 2005).

A study on the impact of various firm characteristic on the capital structure of

firms in Turkey reveals that correlation between the size and leverage is positive

while the relationship between the non-debt tax shield, growth opportunities and
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leverage is found to be negative. Moreover the relationship between leverage and

tangibility, profitability was negative one. These results were as per trade off the-

ory (Sayılgan, Karabacak, & Küçükkocaoğlu, 2006).

A study of 143 small and medium enterprises for the period and of 1990-2005.The

relationship between the size, profitability and leverage is negative one. Thus these

results were as per the pecking order hypothesis (Gülşen & Ülkütaş, 2012).

A study of firms listed on Istanbul Stock Exchange with 243 firms listed. The

period of the study was in-between the 2000 to 2009.The relationship between

the leverage and the tax rate, size was positive, while the correlation between

gross domestic products, tax shield and growth was negative. Moreover relation-

ship between the growth opportunities and the leverage was observed as positive

and correlations between the leverage and profitability, tangibility was negative.

Moreover it was also observed that pecking order theory is helpful in explaining the

order of financing of the firms listed on Istanbul stock exchange (Bayrakdaroglu,

Ege, & Yazici, 2013).

The impact of development of stock market on three countries including Saudi

Arabia, Oman, and Kuwait with 142 firms sample for period of 1998-2005 was

studied. Leverage level in these three countries are particularly lower as compared

to the developed countries of world while the relationship of stock market indi-

cators with capital structure was inverse which show that stock markets in these

three countries effects the financing decisions of firm (Sbeiti, 2010).

Equity financing is not relevant in capital structure of the firms according to a

study on East Asian Countries (Nagano, 2003). Furthermore a study suggest that

industrial factors and macro-economic factors does not play pivotal role in capital

structure decision while they role played by firm specific factors and industrial

factors is important (Kayo & Kimura, 2011).

2.1 Determinants of Equity Financing Policies

Stock issue by firms that has already issued primary equity is referred to as sec-

ondary equity. From capital structure point of view in case of funds availability
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long terms finance can be raised internally by the firms if that is not the case and

firms need financing for the product development, facility expansion, research &

development that require huge capital in such cases external finance is required

from the financing institutions such as the banks or issuance of common stock is

required through seasoned equity offerings to new shareholders or to the excising

shareholders.

Trade off model states that in choices between debt and equity in optimal capital

structure is trade off between tax benefit of debt and cost of financial distress that

has association with higher leverage level (Krasker, 1986).

Firm Uniqueness is measured by dividing selling expense over sale (SE/S).Firm

Size is measured as by taking natural logarithm of firm sales and Income volatility

is calculated as by taking standard deviation of percentage change in operating

income. Depreciation is divided over the total assets to calculate non-debt tax

shield (Titman, Keown, Martin, & Martin, 2011; Leary & Roberts, 2005).

Two main agency problems are the between the shareholder and manager and

the debt holder and shareholder (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Manager expropri-

ate the wealth of shareholders and for their benefits by the consumption of the

firm resources, while shareholders of the firm have incentive and benefit to in-

vest sub optimally in way to transfer wealth to themselves form the debt holders.

Thus debt financing is valuable to solve the conflict of the Interest between the

shareholders and debt holders (Grossman & Hart, 1982; Jensen, 1986; Jensen &

Meckling, 1976).

Capital expenditures over total asset (CE/TA) is proxy for firm growth, implied

for the test of the agency cost of debt financing. Various studies suggest that

growth of the firm has negative relationship with debt usage (Rajan & Zingales,

1996; Baker & Wurgler, 2002; Kieschnick, Laplante, & Moussawi, 2006).

Pecking Order Hypothesis suggest that to finance new projects firm usually use

internal sources of finance which is followed by the usage of debt and then equity

.This process arise from the cost of adverse selection because of the information
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asymmetry between the outside investors and firm managers (Myers, 1984).There-

fore a firm that carry sufficient amount of earnings will use internal source of fi-

nance instead of external source of finance such as debt and equity which suggests

that relationship between the profitability and equity usage will be negative .

To measure profitability of the firm annual operating income is divided by total

assets (Titman et al., 2011; Leary & Roberts, 2005). According to the previous

studies results negative relationship exist between debt usage and non-debt tax

shield, therefore a positive relationship is expected between equity issue and non-

debt tax shield (Leary & Roberts, 2005; Titman et al., 2011).

To calculate firm uniqueness selling expense is divided by the sales and has neg-

ative relationship with the debt usage which suggests positive relation between

uniqueness and equity usage (Kieschnick et al., 2006; Titman et al., 2011).

Firms with specializes machinery parts and services has a chance of higher finan-

cial distress cost and such firms to use equity in comparison to debt. Large size

firms access to debt finance is easier thus their chances of bankruptcy is lower

(Titman et al., 2011). This result to the positive relationship size of firm and

debt usage and the relationship between size of the firm and equity usage will be

negative (Hovakimian, Opler, & Titman, 2001).

Income volatility of the firm has positive relationship with bankruptcy chance of

firm thus we expect that debt usage would have negative relationship with income

volatility which suggests relationship between equity usage and profitability would

be positive.

2.2 Financial Theories of Capital Structure

Modigliani and Miller (1958) in his theory of capital structure state that in case

no taxesn the market will be efficient and the firm value will not be dependent on

amount of the debt that the firm has taken. According to their study model is de-

pendent on the arbitrage and personal account borrow, in the process of arbitrage

firms that differ in their capital structure should have similar one performances.

Modigliani and Miller (1963) in their study further familiarized corporate taxes
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into their model and found that as assumptions are relaxed firms capital structure

becomes relevant as the firm value increase .Both researchers (Modigliani & Miller,

1963) further stated that firm value is independent on the debt employment of the

firm and both these researches recommend benefits of the tax shield that are re-

lated with the debt usage.

In his study (Miller, 1977) presented the personal taxes (while previously corporate

taxes were only) in the model and according to him the firms may continuously

use the debt unless till the tax of investor becomes equals the corporate tax and

this phenomenon is for the reason that the further supply of the debt may result

in rise in the interest rates till unless the tax advantage of deducted of taxes are

becomes equalized by the high interest rates.

In other research studies DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) furthermore adapted in-

vestment tax credits and depreciation by linking to the personal tax theory of

the (Miller, 1977). They explained in their study that non-debt tax shield would

result in the market equilibrium as the firms that are not profitable may not be

able to be get the benefits through advantage of tax.

Myers and Majluf (1984) extended and explored the theory by Modigliani & Miller.

According to their study, firms at beginning of the business rely on the internal

funds. Firms with the less availability of the information, less debt may be used as

they face the problem of asymmetric information and thus brings high earnings.

2.2.1 Pecking Order Theory

(Donaldson, 2000) formulated the pecking order theory who observed that firms

manager prefer internal financing source such as retained earnings in comparison

to external funds as compared to firm size. If the firms retained earnings are more

than firms needs for the investments then debt of firm will be repaid. However if

the external funds are necessary the last option will the external equity that will

be chosen by firms.

A hierarchal pecking order for the preferred sources of the firm finance was devel-

oped by the (Myers & Majluf, 1984) and accordingly retained earnings are used.
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In case of insufficient retained earnings, debt financing will be utilized. In situa-

tions that are not ordinary as it has very high constraints in the management of

the firms, equity will be used in such cases.

The usage of debt is encouraged by debt tax shield as opposite to equity finance

as tax shield will reduce the tax payments (Kemsley & Nissim, 2002). This the-

ory (Myers & Majluf, 1984; Myers, 1984) confirms that hierarchy of a particular

pattern will increase firm value. Assumption of this theory is that optimal capital

structure does not exist and firms utilize all funds that are available internally

before opting for the external source of finance particularly in the case if external

equities to evade the dilution of firm control (Holmes & Kent, 1991). Firm’s issues

equity even in the case if the resources of the firm are not fully exhausted (Baker

& Wurgler, 2002).

According to another research study debt finance is favorable source of finance as

compared to the equity as debt finance there is now dilution ownership of control

and firm mangers are particularly concerned with financial freedom (Cressy, 1995)

and the independence (Read, 2002) and the firms managers does not want that

their business and properties control is lost (Hamilton & Fox, 1998). It particu-

larly happens in the small firms as external source of equity is not common source

of finance in smaller sized firms.

According to the (Hutchinson, 2004) if the earning level is lower then there is usage

of external funds and there will be chance that firms that are smaller in size will

borrow than firms in larger size when the investment opportunities are available.

A study by the (Shyam-Sunder & Myers, 1999) states that in case of internal funds

shortage there will be issuance of debt. In another research study Cowling, (Liu,

Peterman, Yu, & Schafer, 2012) that those owners who are reluctant for external

equity financing will not take pecking order up to that point.

As per the study of, (Newman, Gunessee, & Hilton, 2012) the information asym-

metry problem is related to pecking order theory. (Myers & Majluf, 1984) partic-

ularly took information asymmetry problem in their study and recommended that

asymmetric information is main issue that paly role in capital structure of firm.

In market the common stock of firm would be undervalued according to (Myers,
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1984) since owners-mangers have more information than the firm’s investors. A

study by (Andújar-Sánchez, Jara-Pérez, & Cámara-Artigas, 2007) and Lopez &

Garcia suggest that in internal finance would be used for financing the project in

case there is no information cost and the second one choice would be ultimately

debt financing and then equity for which the information cost is more.

Furthermore in a study (Titman et al., 2011; Leary & Roberts, 2005) measure

profitability of the firm by dividing operating income over total assets. The ex-

pected relation between portability of the firms and the equity usage is negative

on the base of pecking order hypothesis.

2.2.2 Trade-off Theory

The value of the unlevered firm and levered firm is not same as per static theory.

Taxes, banking and agency costs effects firm’s adjustment to the optimal leverage.

According to (Ross, 1977) maximization of firm value exist at that particular point

where the marginal debt cost and marginal debt have benefits that are equivalent.

As the income tax is tax deductible so the firms can increase after tax cash flows

as the interest is the text deductible expense thus leverage and tax rate has pos-

itive relationship while due to the usage of the debt the cost of agency financial

problems and surge in cost occurs. Increase in leverage results in damage and

financial problems and when the firm is unable to pay its debts we call it financial

distress. As per the study of (Altman, 1984) direct costs are the operating costs

and administrative costs. Variation in the investment policy by the firms in diffi-

cult financial situations and to minimize such costs firm may reduce the marketing

expense, training costs and cost on research and development activities.

According to the study of the Myers and Majluf (1984) when debt is substituted

with the equity the optimal capital structure is determined until the value of the

firm is maximized. In comparison to the Pecking Order Theory this theory suggests

those firms that have profit have high debt ratio .Such phenomenon are because

the firms with more profitability have less chances of going bankrupt ,higher tax

saving from the debt and higher overinvestments. According to this theory the
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relationship between the profitability and leverage is negative as firms usually ac-

crue the profits and losses and thus let the deviation of debt ratio from particular

target. Similarly firms with high profitability previously will have low gearing

(Hovakimian et al., 2001).

Trade off model also explain and connects the financing policies of the companies

to trade off benefits of tax and financial distress costs that are related with the

leverage (Kraus & Litzenberger, 1973). Investment tax credits and the deprecia-

tion are non-debt tax shield are considered to debt substitutes associated with tax

benefits of the debt. (DeAngelo & Masulis, 1980) and depreciation is also included

in this study to test the tradeoff theory.

In literature firm size, uniqueness and income volatility are the factors that symbol-

ize financial distress cost associated with the leverage (Booth, Aivazian, Demirguc-

Kunt, & Maksimovic, 2001; Leary & Roberts, 2005; Titman et al., 2011).

Firm size is measured by taking natural logarithm of sales and standard deviation

of percentage change in operating income is used to measure Income Volatility.

Firm uniqueness is positively correlated with debt usage as per various studies

(Titman et al., 2011; Kieschnick et al., 2006) which suggests that relationship be-

tween uniqueness and equity usage is negative.

According to the study by Titman et al. (2011) those firms that acquire special

parts, equipment’s and services will prefer equity over debt. There are less chances

of bankruptcy of the larger firms as for such firms it is easier to access debt finance

thus in such situation the relationship of firm size and debt will be positive one

(Hovakimian et al., 2001) which suggests that relationship between firm size and

the equity usage is negative.

2.2.3 Agency Theory

(Fama & Miller, 1972) in their study explored utility relationships between firm

manager and shareholders of the firm. The main focus of the agency theory is the

agency costs and it stresses that agency cost increase because of the conflict of

interest between mangers and the shareholders of the firm which is also referred to

as agency cost of equity and the conflicted of interest that may arise amongst debt
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holders and shareholders of the firm which also referred as agency cost of debt. As

the firms mangers are determined to invest their funds in a business that are risky

ones for the interest of the shareholders as they are not only the sole beneficiary

that get the profit form the firm business (Harris & Raviv, 1991).

Lenders to the firm will bear the whole cost in case if there is investment failure

as limited liability business are also liable for the debt of the business. Debt can

play an important role in reducing or monitoring the conflict of interest between

the firm mangers and the shareholders (Jensen, 1986). Due to issuing of debt, free

cash flows to the owner’s mangers may be reduced because the firm will serve the

debt that is rendered.

Agency problem could happen also if funds are obtained through debt could pro-

voke and elicit equity holders of the firm to invest sub-optimally. Equity holders

inventive can increase to transfer wealth from the bondholders to the equity hold-

ers.Firms equity holders anticipate to get maximum gain in their investments with

maximum returns while on the other hand debt holders get payments that are fixed

on the principal amount (Fama & Miller, 1972; Jensen & Meckling, 1976).

Firm growth and debt usage has negative correlation according to the multiple

studies (Rajan & Zingales, 1996; Baker & Wurgler, 2002; Kieschnick et al., 2006)

thus the positive relationship between firm growth and equity usage is expected.

The relationship between debt and non-tax shield is expected to be positive as per

according to various studies (Titman et al., 2011; Leary & Roberts, 2005).

2.3 Hypotheses Development

2.3.1 Firm Growth and Equity Ratio

For the firms that are in industries that grow faster, agency cost is expected to be

high and firms are flexible in choices of future investments . Thus the expected

relationship between long term debt and firm growth is negative (Baker & Wurgler,

2002; Kieschnick et al., 2006) thus positive relationship between the firm growth

and equity usage is predicted. To measure firm growth, capital expenditures is
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divided by total assets.

H1: There is an impact of firm growth on equity ratio.

2.3.2 Non-Debt Tax Shield and Equity Ratio

To represent non debt tax shield depreciation is divided over total assets as per

various other studies. The relation between non debt tax shield and debt usage is

positive as per trade off model and this relation is also explained by further other

studies as well (Titman et al., 2011; Leary & Roberts, 2005) therefore negative

effect of non-debt tax shield is expected on equity issuance decision of the firm is

expected.

H2: There is an impact of tax shield substitution on equity ratio.

2.3.3 Uniqueness and Equity Ratio

Uniqueness of the firm can be said as selling expense over sales. Firms that produce

unique products or special kind of products, their customer, supplier and workers

face relatively higher costs in event of the liquidation of the firm (Titman et al.,

2011). Firm with unique products need more funding to advertise their products

and also has to increase their spending on the advertising and distribution costs,

accordingly. As per Trade off theory uniqueness has negative relationship with

debt ratio, which suggests positive relation between uniqueness and equity ratio

(Titman et al., 2011; Kieschnick et al., 2006).

H3: There is an impact of uniqueness on equity ratio.

2.3.4 Firm Size and Equity Ratio

Debt & equity cost are associated with the size of firm and in various studies

there is substantial indication that financing patterns of the firms varies with

the size of the firm. For the firms that have larger size as compared to smaller

firms, can easily access the debt thus they have less chances of bankruptcy and

it suggest relationship of size of the firm and debt usage would be positively and
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thus negative association between firm size and equity financing is expected and

it leads to argument that larger firms should be more leveraged. According to

tradeoff theory firm with larger size borrow more debt in the capital structure of

the firm (Titman et al., 2011; Hovakimian et al., 2001). Furthermore firms that

are larger in size have ability to gain high profits as compared to smaller firms

as larger firms have capacity to diversify their risks (Wan Mahmood, Affandi,

Baharuddin, Mohamad, & Shamsudin, 2011). Alternative view is that larger firm

will opt for equity finance and issue more equity such as common stocks because of

low information asymmetry or no issue of information asymmetry as compared to

smaller firm, thus in this context relationship between firm size and leverage will

be negative which is according to the Pecking order hypothesis therefore positive

relation exist between firm size and equity ratio (Titman et al., 2011). To measure

firm size natural logarithm of sales is taken (Rajan & Zingales, 1996).

H4: There is an impact of firm size and equity ratio

2.3.5 Profitability and Equity Ratio

Pecking order theory states that financing preferences of the firms are in order

and firms favored source of financing are the retained earnings for their invest-

ments and then debt and last choice is the issuance of new equity (Myers, 1984).

Retained earnings are dependent on the firm’s profitability and profitable firms

finance less debt as compared to firms that earn less profit. As the internal finance

are cheap source of finance and there is also no external interfering so profitable

firms will have less leverage because of the more retained earnings therefore lever-

age and profitability have negative correlation (Rajan & Zingales, 1996; Titman

et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2001) the negative relationship between profitability

and leverage is as per pecking order theory. According to the trade off theory

profitability and leverage has positive relationship and this is because more a firm

is profitable higher income to tax shield it has because profitable firms borrow

higher eventually they have more income to shield from tax. Thus company suf-

ficient amount of earnings will use more debt and less equity which implies that
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relationship between profitability and equity usage is negative .To measure prof-

itability the operating income is divided over total assets (Chen, 2004; Leary &

Roberts, 2005).

H5: There is an impact of profitability on Equity Ratio.

2.3.6 Income Volatility and Equity Ratio

Income volatility is standard deviation of percentage change in operating income

and is measure of the business risk of the firm and is absolute variation in the

profitability of the firm. In business operations of the firms, risk is inherent and

lack of efficient and effective business practices can also result in business risk.

Trade Off theory states that firm’s level of leverage is function of business risk

of the firm, due to agency cost and bankruptcy costs firms does not fully utilize

the 100% tax benefit of debt thus agency and bankruptcy theories are negatively

related to leverage and positive relation is expected between Income Volatility and

equity level. (Babu & Chalam, 2014).

H6: There is an impact of Income volatility on Equity Ratio
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Research Methodology

3.1 Data Description

This study aims at studying the equity financing behavior of the non-financial

firms that are listed on Pakistan stock exchange. Secondary data is taken for

analysis purpose .Moreover for analysis purpose annual data of the firms is used.

The data is taken from the website of Pakistan Stock Exchange, State Bank of

Pakistan website and official website of companies used in analysis. The sample

period is 14 years form the year 2004-2017 for 78 non-financial firms.

3.2 Methodology

This section of the study presents the methodology of the study. In our study

capital structure is studied from the perspective of equity. Ratio of market value

of equity to sum of book value of debt and market value of equity is known as

Equity Ratio. (Booth et al., 2001; Welch, 2004; Chen, 2004). In several research

studies market value of equity has been used to measure capital structure of the

firms (Booth et al., 2001; Welch, 2004).

Book value of equity is accounting number which balances the both sides of bal-

ance sheet and is also affected by the asset depreciation and historical cash flows

40
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according to accounting rules (Welch, 2004). Determinants of equity financing be-

havior is estimated by using equity ratio as the dependent variable and mix of firm

external and internal factors as independent variable that affect equity financing

decisions of the firm. The regression model that is used is stated below.

Yi,t = β0+β1X1i,t+β2X2i,t+β3X3i,t+β4X4i,t+β5X5i,t+β6X6i,t......βkXk,t+εi,t.

(3.1)

Where,

∆V =β0 + β1 Firm growth+ β2 Tax shield substitution + β3 Uniqueness + β4

Firm size+ β5 Profitability+ β6 Income Volatility + εi,t.

MEi,t

MEi,t+Di,t
=β0 +β1

CEi,t
TAi,t

+ β2
DEi,t
TAi,t

t+ β3
SEi,t
Si,t

+ β4Lnsalesi,t + β5
OIi,t
TAi,t

+

β6IVi,t + εi,t

Where, MEi,t

MEi,t+Di,t
is dependent variable and is ratio of firm i’s market value of

equity to sum of its total liabilities and market value of equity at time t that is

end of announcement year. i,t is the error term. β is a vector of parameters.

To represent total debts, total liabilities are used, CEi,t
TAi,t

is the ratio of capital

expenditure to total assets and is measure of firm growth, DEi,t
TAi,t

is the ratio of

depreciation to total assets and is measure of non-debt tax shield , SEi,t
Si,t

is the ratio

of selling expense over sales and is measure of uniqueness, LnSales is the natural

logarithm of sales and is measure of firm size, OIi,t
TAi,t

is the ratio of operating income

over total assets and is measure of profitability, IVi,t is the income volatility and is

measured by taking standard deviation of percentage change in operating income

of the firm.
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3.3 Panel Data Analysis

Panel data analysis is used when data have time series and cross section data.

Same applies in this study as well. Time series means the collection of data at

specific order and equal space of time for example monthly quarterly and annually

data for period of 2004 to 2017, and cross section data means the collection of

data of the firm and individual of specific time for example one year data. For the

analysis of panel data three different models are used.

Each model have different set of assumptions for the intercept. The first is the

common coefficient model, second one is the fixed effect model and third one

model is random effect model. Common co-efficient model has common intercept

across all cross sections and time period, while the second model which is fixed

effect model describes that the intercept is different across all cross sections. Third

model which is Random effect model the intercept is different for all cross sections

with random over the time.

To determine which one is applicable of three different model two different test are

applied for the application of panel data analysis. To identify among two models

of common coefficient model and fixed effect model, Likelihood ratio test is used.

If the result is significant then fixed effect model will be used and if the result is

insignificant then common coefficient model will be used.

Hausman test is used to identify which of two model of fixed effect model and

random effect model is to be used for the study. If the result of this particular

test is significant then fixed effect model will be used and if the result in this case

is insignificant then the random effect model will be used for the data analysis.

When there is time series of the cross sections but observation in cross section are

not related to the same unit it is referred to as pooled data, while in panel data

same cross sectional units are observed at multiple points of time.

3.4 Measurement of Variables
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Table 3.1: Variables Description

Variable Name Measurement Empirical Evidence

Equity Ratio Market value of eq-
uity/(Market value of
equity +Total Debts)

Welch, 2004, Chen 2017

Firm Growth Capital Expendi-
tures/Total Assets

Booth et al., 2001, Titman
& Wessel 1988, Chen, 2017

Tax Shield Substitution Depreciation/Total
Assets

Leary & Roberts, 2005,
Titman and Wessel 1988,
Chen, 2017

Uniqueness Selling Expense/Sales Titman & Wessel 1988,
Faulkender and Petersen,
2006, Chen,2017

Firm Size Natural Logarithm of
Sales

Titman & Wessel 1988 ,
Atli,2006 , Hovakimian et
al,1988, Chen,2017

Profitability Operating Income/-
Total Assets

Leary & Roberts,2005,
Titman & Wessel 1988,
Chen 2017

Income Volatility Standard Devia-
tion(SD) of Per-
centage Change In
Operating Income

Leary & Roberts,2005,
Titman & Wessel 1988,
Chen,2017
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Results

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

The basic characteristics of the data is defined in descriptive statistics and simple,

easy summary about the sample and measure is represented in the descriptive

statistic. Descriptive Statistics includes Mean, Median, Minimum, Maximum,

Standard Deviation.

Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics

Mean Max Min Std.Dev. Skewness Kurtosis

Firm
Growth

0.057 0.680 0.0000 0.076 3.004 15.404

Tax Shield 0.035 0.259 0.0003 0.025 3.021 20.385
Substitution
Uniqueness 0.047 0.875 0.0000 0.073 5.442 46.311
Firm Size 8.189 12.582 0.4055 1.689 -0.481 4.753
Income
Volatility

38.93 392.46 0.0120 53.895 1.584 7.539

Profitability 0.064 0.984 -1.157 0.116 -0.246 23.243

Firm Growth is calculated by dividing capital expenditures of the firm over the

total assets of the firm. Table: 4.1, explains summary statistics about firm growth

shows that mean value firm growth is 0.0571 and maximum value for firm growth

is 0.6799 and minimum value for firm is 0.000026, while the standard deviation of

firm growth is 0.0763.Tax shield substitution of the firm is calculated by dividing
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the deprecation over the total assets of the firm. The mean value for tax shield

substitution is 0.0353, while maximum value in this case 0.2586 and the minimum

value in this case is 0.0003 while the value of Standard deviation is 0.0252.

Uniqueness of the firm is measured by dividing selling expense over the sales figure

of the firm. The mean value for the variable of uniqueness is 0.0466 and while the

maximum value of the firm uniqueness is 0.8750 and the minimum value in this

case is 0.0000118.Standard deviation of the Uniqueness is of uniqueness is 0.0727.

Firm Size is calculated by taking the natural logarithm of the sales of the firm.

The average size of the firms is 8.1887. The maximum value is 12.5823 while the

minimum value is 0.4055 for the firm size, while the value of the standard deviation

in this case is 1.6887. The variable of income volatility is calculated by taking the

staking standard deviation of percentage change in operating income of the firm.

Average value of the income volatility variable is 38.93 and the median of the

income volatility of the firm is 21.357, maximum value of the income volatility

of the firm is 392.4655 and the minimum value for the variable of the variable

of income volatility of the firm is 0.0120 the value of standard deviation for the

variable of income volatility of the firm is 53.89.

Profitability of the firm is calculated by dividing operating income over total assets

of the firm. The mean value shows that on average firm profitability 0.0640 is

while median value in this case was 0.0657 with the standard deviation of 0.1156

. The maximum value of the profitability of the firm is 0.9837 and loss of firms

of the firms is -1.1574. On average Income volatility of the firms is 38.93% while

minimum variation in firm’s profits is 1.2%.On average firm grow at the rate

5.1% while maximum growth rate of firms is 67.99%.Average profitability of the

firms in the sample is 6.2%.The data of the firm growth, tax shield substitution,

uniqueness and Income volatility of the firm is positively skewed, while the firm

size and profitability of the firms data is negatively skewed. Kurtosis is measure

of peakness and flatness in the data. All of the variables in data series has value

more than 3 it means it is leptokurtic having positive kurtosis with peaked curves.
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4.1.1 Correlation Analysis

To explain the probability of multicollinearity in the data correlation analysis has

been performed. Correlation matrix help us to identify how strongly or weakly

are independent variables are related to one another and correlation also shows

association or direction variables whether variables are negatively or positively

associated with one another. It also shows the strength of association between

variables whether it is strong, medium or weak. Highest correlation is observed

between firm size and firm growth which is -0.581.

Table 4.2: Correlation Matrix

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Firm Growth 1
2 Tax Shield Sub-

stitution
0.063 1

3 Uniqueness -0.033 -0.085 1
4 Firm Size -0.026 0.024 -0.293 1
5 Income Volatility -0.061 -0.006 -0.028 -0.13 1
6 Profitability 0.051 0.076 -0.126 0.242 -0.257 1
7 Equity Ratio 0.117 -0.076 0.063 0.018 -0.133 0.341 1

Firm growth has positive correlation with profitably and Tax shield substitution

and the firm growth has negative correlation with Uniqueness, Firm Size and

Income Volatility having values of -0.033,-0.026,-0.061 respectively. These value

are not higher than create the problem if multicollinearity. Tax shield Substitution

has positive correlation with the firm size (0.024) and Profitability (0.076) and tax

shield substitution has negative correlation with the Uniqueness of the firm (-0.085)

and income volatility (-0.006). Uniqueness of the firm is negatively correlated

with firm size (-0.293), income volatility (-0.133) and profitability (-0.126).Firm

size has negative correlation with income volatility (-0.133) of the firm and size

of the firm has strong positive correlation of 0.242 with the profitability of the

firm. Income Volatility of the firm has strong negative (-0.257) correlation with

the profitability of the firm which is highest amongst all. The overall correlation

results suggest that higher correlation between the independent variables does not

exist. Firm Growth is positive correlated (0.117) with equity ratio, tax shield
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substitution is negative (-0.076) correlated with the equity ratio. Uniqueness of

the firm is positively (0.063) correlated with the equity ratio, size of the firm is

also positivity correlated (0.018) with the equity ratio. Income volatility of the

firm is negatively correlated (-0.133) with the equity ratio, and Income volatility

of the firm is positively (0.341) correlated with the equity ratio.

4.1.2 Variance Inflation Factor

To check multicollinearity Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test is used. Results of

the VIF test are reported in Table 4.3.

There is no multicollinearity if the Centered VIF is less than 5, and if in case the

Centered VIF is more than 5 there is concern of multicollinearity and that must be

resolved before running the regression model. Centered value of the firm growth,

tax shield substitution, uniqueness, firm size, income volatility and profitability

variables is less than 5 it mean there is no issue of multicollinearity in data and

these variables can be regressed simultaneously.

Table 4.3: Variance Inflation Factor of Firm Growth, Tax Shield Substitution,
Uniqueness, Firm Size, Income Volatility and Profitability

Variable Uncentered VIF Centered VIF

Firm Growth 1.578 1.011

Tax Shield Substitution 2.987 1.011

Uniqueness 1.566 1.109

Firm Size 27.514 1.121

Income Volatility 1.566 1.029

Profitability 1.486 1.137

The centered value of firm growth is 1.011, centered value tax shield substitution

is 1.011, centered value of uniqueness is 1.109, centered value of firm size 1.121,

centered value of income volatility is 1.029 and the centered value of Profitability

is 1.137.
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4.2 Diagnostic Test

It becomes important in panel data analysis which of the model is to be used

in the study whether without fixed effect, with fixed effects or random effects.

Different test are used to determine whether which model will be useful for the

panel data analysis. Likelihood test is used to determine whether which model is

better between Common effect model and fixed effect model.

H0: Common effect model is appropriate.

H1: Fixed effect model is appropriate.

Null Hypothesis will be rejected if the answer is significant and if the answer is

insignificant we will use the null hypothesis. As reported in below table 4.4 answer

is significant so fixed effect model will be used.

Table 4.4: Likelihood Ratio Tests

Effects Test Statistic d.f. Prob.

Cross-section F 15.52 -74,969 0

Cross-section Chi-square 820.802 74 0

Hausman Test is used to identify which model is appropriate between Fixed effect

model and Random effect model.

H0: Random effect model is appropriate.

H1: Fixed effect model is appropriate

Null hypothesis will be rejected if the answer is significant and in case if answer is

insignificant, we will use the null hypothesis. As reported in below Table 4.5 the

answer is significant so we will use fixed effect mode.

Table 4.5: Hausman Test

Test Summary Chi-Sq. Statistic Chi-Sq. d.f. Prob.

Cross-section random 24.232424 6 0.0005
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4.3 Results of Fixed Effect Model Showing the

Effect of Various Firm Characteristics on

Equity Level of the Firms

Adjust Coefficient of determination value (Adj. R2= 0.5794) suggests that inde-

pendent variable explain 57.94% variation in dependent variables. Coefficient of

Determination value (R2=0.6115) indicated that explanatory power of the model

is strong. The intercept is also significant (0.0000) which indicate probability of

the variables that are omitted it means that beside our variables that are included

in our study there are some variables that may impact Equity Ratio but are not

included in this study. Firm growth, Income volatility and Profitability has signifi-

cant positive relationship with Equity ratio while Firm size has significant negative

relationship with equity ratio.

The first variable that effect firm equity level is firm growth with p value of 0.0251

the coefficient of growth has positive sign with value of 0.14122 this significant

positive relationship of firm growth with equity ratio is according to various other

studies it also suggests that for growing firms agency costs is expected to be high

as growing firms are flexible regarding their investments in the future as in such

case bond holders of the firm will assess and consider that growing firm will opt

projects in future that carry more risk, considering their risky investments in near

future the bond holders will impose high lending costs to the growing firms thus

such firms with higher debt costs will be using less debt and more equity in their

capital structure. (Titman et al., 2011; Barclay, Smith, & Morellec, 2006; Rajan

& Zingales, 1996; Shah & Khan, 2007).
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Table 4.6: Impact of Equity Ratio on Various Firm Characteristics Variables

Fixed Effect Random Effect Common Coefficient

Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. Coefficient t-Statistic Prob. Coefficient t-Statistic Prob.

C 1.018 19.971 0.000 0.946 19.876 0.000 0.772 22.262 0.000

Firm Growth 0.141 2.243 0.025 0.168 2.714 0.007 0.284 3.668 0.000

Tax Shield

Substitution

-0.322 -1.494 0.136 -0.367 -1.747 0.081 -0.826 -3.519 0.001

Uniqueness 0.026 0.334 0.738 0.076 1.023 0.306 0.253 2.964 0.003

Firm Size -0.033 -5.632 0.000 -0.025 -4.772 0.000 -0.005 -1.342 0.180

Income

Volatility

0.000 -2.023 0.043 0.000 -2.082 0.038 0.000 -1.256 0.210

Profitability 0.381 8.117 0.000 0.402 8.732 0.000 0.633 11.673 0.000

R-squared 0.612 0.106 0.151

Adjusted R-

squared

0.579 0.101 0.146

F-statistic 19.064 20.645 30.922

Prob(F-

statistic)

0.000 0.000 0.000
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Tax Shield substitution has P value of 0.1356 with negative sign of coefficient-

0.321995. Tax Shield substitution is not significantly related to the equity ratio

thus depreciation has no impact on equity ratio. Equity financing decisions in

context of Pakistani market are independent of level of depreciation and this rela-

tionship is according to another study by (Shah & Khan, 2007). This relationship

of tax shield substitution in our study is not according to the expectation of Trade

Off Theory.

The uniqueness of the firm has a P-value 0.7381 with positive coefficient sign of

0.025769 thus uniqueness of the firm is highly insignificant in explaining the equity

level of non-financial firms (Panda, Mohapatra, & Moharana, 2013).

Firm Size has significant negative relationship with equity ratio with P-Value of

0.000 and negative co-efficient sign of -0.032863 this relationship of firm size with

equity ratio suggests that smaller the size of the firm, more will be the equity

financing in context of Pakistani market.

Various studies confirm this relationship and endorses that large firms carry higher

level of debt and thus are highly leveraged as compared to equity level (Titman et

al., 2011; Hovakimian et al., 2001; Al-Ajmi et al., 2009), from this relationship we

can infer that in larger size Pakistani firms employ debt in their capital structure.

Income Volatility (IV) of the firm is measured by taking standard deviation of

percentage change in operating income of the firm. Income Volatility has signifi-

cant negative relationship with equity ratio with P value of 0.0433 and negative

coefficient sign with value of -8.64. The relationship suggest that with the decrease

in business risk of the firm the probability of financing more equity by the firms

will rise.

Profitability is the one of the important explanatory variables our study and is

used to test the Pecking Order Hypothesis. Profitability has strong significant

positive relationship with equity ratio with p value of 0.0000 and co-efficient of

0.380598 which suggest that profitable firms will have higher equity level as com-

pared to the debts. Moreover over sample of firms in study is of those firms that

issue secondary equity thus such firms that are profitable prefer to finance equity.
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Adjusted coefficient of determination value (Adj.R2 =0.1461) suggest that inde-

pendent variables explain 14% variation in depend variables in common coefficient

model. In common coefficient model growth of firm has significant positive rela-

tionship with the equity ratio with positive coefficient sign while the value of coef-

ficient is 0.2841.Tax shield of the firm has significant negative relationship with the

equity ratio of the firm with value of coefficient as -0.8256. Uniqness of the firms

has significant positive relationship with the equity ratio while the value of coeffi-

cient is 0.2530 and p-value is 0.0031.Another variable that is significant in common

coefficient model is profitability with p-value 0.0000 and coefficient 0.6327. Sig-

nifcant positive relationship of firm profitability with equity ratio suggests that

profitable firms in Pakistan prefer equity financing over debt financing. Variable

of profitability has significant positive relationship with equity ratio in common

coefficient, fixed effect and random effect model. In common coefficient model

income volatility has no impact on the equity ratio which means firms financing

behavior is indifferent to the business risk of the firms in contest of Pakistani mar-

ket. Firm Size has shown no impact on equity ratio as well in common coefficient

model.

In random effect model adjusted coefficient of determination value (Adj.R2 =0.1010)

is 10% only. This Adjusted R-square value suggest variables of profitability, firm

growth, tax shield substitution, income volatility, firms size ,and uniqueness only

explain 10% variation in equity ratio. In random effect model firm growth has sig-

nificant positive relationship with the equity ratio of the firm while the coefficient

of firm growth is positive with the coefficient value of 0.1680.Furthermore in ran-

dom effect model the tax shield substitution has significant negative relationship

with the equity ratio of the firm with negative coefficient sign and value of coef-

ficient is -0.3672. Uniquenss of the firm has significant positive relationship with

equity ratio of the firm with value of coefficient of firm uniqueness is 0.0764.In

random effect model the firm size has significant negative relationship with the

equity ratio while coefficient of firm size has value of -0.0246.Negative relationship

of firm size with equity ratio is same in random effect and fixed effect model.
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Discussion and Conclusion

5.1 Conclusion

The first aim of our study was to explore determinants of equity financing behavior

of non-financial firms in Pakistan and examined capital structure from the per-

spective of equity. The sample consist of 78 non-financial firms listed on Pakistan

Stock Exchange with time frame of 14 years from 2004-2017. Descriptive statistics

of selected variables are also mentioned in the study. Fixed effect regression model

is selected in our study for exploring determinants of equity financing behavior of

non-financial firms. Out of six variables four variables are significant and con-

tribute to the change in equity level of the firm and these include firm growth,

firm size, income volatility and profitability .Firm growth and profitability had

positive coefficient sign with equity ratio while variable of firm size had negative

coefficient sign. Uniqueness has positive coefficient sign but its relationship with

the equity ratio is insignificant.

Positive relationship of firm growth with equity ratio suggests that for growing

firms agency costs are higher and growing firms prefer higher equity levels and

higher equity financing as compared to any other source of finance. It is also

evident from various other studies that mangers of growing firms does not want

to bear financial risks beside operational risk of the new projects thus they prefer

less debt levels. Non-debt tax shield which includes depreciation has insignificant
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relation with equity ratio, the reason for this relationship is that depreciation is

not a factor in deciding level of equity financing in capital structure of the firm

and this relationship is according to other studies in literature.

Uniqueness of the firm is measured by dividing selling expense over the sales

and has insignificant relation with equity ratio. This relationship suggest that

uniqueness of the firm does not matter in the equity financing decisions of the

non-financial companies in context of Pakistani market. Firm Size has negative

relationship with the equity ratio this relationship suggest Larger the size of the

firm lower will be the equity level of the firm while higher will be the debt financ-

ing.

Firm Size is negatively related to equity ratio this relationship suggest Larger the

size of the firm lower will be the equity level of the firm while profitability of the

firm has significant positive relationship with equity ratio and this relationship

suggests that profitable firms in Pakistan prefer equity financing thus profitability

is important factor in deciding the equity level of the firms. Negative relation-

ship of income volatility with the equity ratio suggest that when there is earning

volatility in the business operations or when there is inefficiency in the practices

of management then the equity financing will be lower.

5.2 Recommendation

Finds of our research study indicate that firms should keep proper control on dif-

ferent variations and furthermore different important factors should be considered

as it is helpful in identifying factors that impact equity financing decision of the

firms. Moreover special focus and attention should be given to the firms specific

characteristics that have impact on equity financing decisions of the firms. Factors

of firm growth tax shield substitution, Income volatility and profitability should

be considered by the non-financial firms when making decisions regarding equity

financing as it will help them in saving time in the course of their decisions and

implementation. It also suggests that the factor of uniqueness of the firm doesn’t

influence the equity financing decision of the firm.For researchers, foreign investors
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finance professionals, ,investment companies, government officials working in Pak-

istan this study is useful in understanding factors that impact the equity financing

decisions of the firms.

5.3 Future Direction

In future research should focus on the other firm specific characteristics that may

impact equity financing decisions of the firm such as asset structure, liquidity,

political risk and foreign exchange risk.

5.4 Limitations

While this research explores the determinants of equity financing and provides

detailed insight on the factors that carry importance in equity financing decisions

of the companies but this research is restricted to Pakistani financial market only.

Additionally financial markets such as Indian market can also be included in sam-

ple size for comparative analysis purpose.
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